Title word cross-reference

(2^m) [378]. 2 [1470, 574, 631, 1132, 1467, 1502, 1164, 643, 1158]. 2^m [377]. 3 [574, 9, 537, 1519, 659, 612, 1280, 1356, 973, 462].


1-Connected [632]. 1-Type [1062]. 1.375-Approximation [1101].

2 [575, 265]. 2SAT [1277].

3 [1288]. 3GPP [359].

802.11a [575].

1423, 271, 1371, 1367, 387, 470, 301, 1026, 633, 1440, 992, 1369, 526, 1356, 214, 976, 942, 270, 1073, 547, 1361, 220, 433, 166, 1370.

Boosting [1003]. Both [73]. Bottom [30].
Bottom-Up [30]. Bound [1103, 1124].
Boundaries [710]. Bounded
[1104, 1251, 636, 1500, 1349]. Bounding
[980]. Bounds [1090, 1063, 1332, 1467]. Box
[640, 637]. Boxes [194]. BRAIN [214].
Branch [1103, 1124]. Branch-And-Bound
[1124, 1103]. Breadth [1143].
Breadth-First [1143]. Breaking
[1261, 1258, 1259, 1307, 1291, 1260]. Breaks
[385]. Bridging [1309]. Bringing [939].
Broadband [1537]. Broadcast
[623, 404, 591, 406]. Broadcasting [581].
Broker [678]. Browse [731]. Browser
[836]. Browsing [103, 159, 433]. Bucketing
Build [829]. Building
[580, 616, 1025, 992, 27, 1177, 994, 47, 2].
Built [311]. Built-in [311]. Bulgarian
[699, 691, 1049, 935, 700, 304, 695, 951, 1053,
1431, 703, 116, 688, 276, 277, 1058, 1054].
Business-to-Business [691]. Butterflies
[1110].

C [552, 165, 872, 206]. Cache
[172, 307, 144]. Cache-Coherence [307].
Caching [1125, 891]. CAI [460]. Cake
[1157]. Calculations [1299]. Calculi [196].
Calculus [1338, 200, 191, 1317, 1454]. Call
[1348, 1339]. Call-by-Name [1348].
Call-By-Value [1330, 1348]. Camera
[1271]. Can [73]. Candidate [1182]. Can’t
[759]. Capability [1195, 310].
Capability-Based [310]. Capacitances
[850]. Capacitated [1153]. Capacity
[1066, 589]. Capture [305]. Capturing
Cardinality [1153]. Cards [1056, 201].
Care [1005]. CARROT [742]. Carry [852].
Case
[34, 35, 36, 4, 1270, 1162, 5, 1517, 37, 9, 74,
908, 1220, 10, 11, 1017, 12, 13, 14, 15, 450,
16, 910, 18, 20, 627, 834, 43, 22, 44, 24, 25,
102, 45, 768, 26, 27, 1210, 21, 547, 47, 31, 33].
Case-Based [34, 36, 4, 37, 9, 1220, 10, 14,
15, 43, 22, 25, 102, 45, 1210, 21, 47, 31, 33].
Cases [317, 19, 29]. cash [368]. CASL [181].
Cast [41]. Catalogs [731, 24]. Catalyzes
[1461]. Categorial [1512]. Categorical
[1086, 758, 210]. Categories [1216, 789].
Categorization [1184, 96, 780]. Category
[29]. Category-Based [29]. Causal
[410, 11, 56]. Causality [193]. Cause [95].
Cayley [1471]. CBC [621]. CBCM [164].
CBR [38, 39, 41, 46]. CBR-Based [46].
Cell [90, 852, 164]. Cell-Based [164].
Cellular [586]. Center [1089]. Centered
[1524]. Centralized [748]. Centric
[466, 1078]. Cepstral [1125]. Certification
Chains [1469, 335, 334, 336, 333, 115].
Challenges [504, 1357, 468, 727, 728].
Change [76, 1523, 134]. Change-Point
[76]. Change1 [300]. Changes
[145, 423, 73]. Changing [1531]. Channel
[386, 1144, 385]. Channels [1112]. Chapter
[339]. Chapters [338]. Character
[221, 834, 236, 245, 228, 230].
Characteristic [643]. Characteristics
[230, 845]. Characterization [887, 1478].
Characterizing [1282]. Characters
[250, 109, 220]. Charge [861].
Charge-Based [861]. Charging [850].
Chart [272]. Chat [834]. Check [109, 481].
Checkers [118]. Checking [699, 1071, 1335,
191, 1383, 1387, 1386, 1364, 1253].
Checks [655]. Cheque [222]. Chinese
[786, 1090]. Chip [575, 595]. Choosing
[737, 231]. Chosen [648, 362].
Chosen-Ciphertext [362].
Chosen-Plaintext [648]. Cipher [640, 359].
Ciphers [652, 622, 653]. Ciphertext [362].
Circuit [572, 888, 886]. Circuits
[863, 874, 851, 469, 505, 879, 881]. Cities
[112]. Claim [1003]. Class
[190, 654, 1404, 314, 213, 296]. Class-Based
[213]. Classes [1491, 1060, 1496, 454].
Classical [3, 1095, 1345, 786].
Classification [822, 932, 267, 971, 714, 67, 1223, 44, 259, 966, 240, 457, 131, 1, 400].
Classifier [80, 98, 1225, 236, 1403, 232, 234, 235].
Cleansing [937]. Client [1041, 157, 172, 323]. Client-Based [172].
Co [536, 84, 467, 944]. Co-evolving [84]. Co-operation [467]. Co-processor [536].
Coding [808]. Coefficient [582, 1225].
Coercion [1376]. Coevolutionary [1194].
Coexisting [1291]. CoFD} [989].
Cognitive [1409, 733, 278]. Coherence [1219, 307, 144]. COLIBRI [7].
Collaboration [897, 320, 610, 1534].
Collaborative [34, 611, 1462, 609, 442, 1214, 613, 602, 1043, 257, 1042, 444, 938, 1207, 441, 1210, 21, 739].
Collecting [50]. Collections [821].
Combined [230]. Combiner [653].
Combining [1220, 749, 766, 723, 978, 225]. ComicDiary [1518]. Comics [1518].
Correcting [237]. Correction [1233].
Cost-Based [63, 1231]. Costs [924, 1154].
COTS [311]. Counter [389].
Countermeasure [385]. Counters [884, 1363]. Counting [1464, 1468].
Coupled [882]. Course [447, 1161].
Courseware [434, 441]. CovATM [1451].
Cover [1103]. Coverage [699].
Coverage-Determination [699]. Covering [1138, 1185, 1177]. CPU [908, 561].
Crosstalk [846]. CRT [635].
Cryptographic [654, 384, 541, 542, 379].
Cryptography [540, 1135]. Cryptology [641]. Cryptosystem [381].
Cryptosystems [642, 377]. CSAT [593].
CSCW [604, 614, 1440]. CSoC [533]. CSP [1252, 1309, 1274, 1287, 1249]. CSPs [1283].
Cubes [953]. Cubic [1473, 1140].
Cucumber [553]. Cumulative [1276]. cumulations [1235]. Curious [735].
Customer [1049, 13]. Customers [1060].
Customisation [518]. Customising [1227].
Customization [289]. Cuts [1153, 1157].
CWM [161, 413]. Cyber [451, 1461].
Cyber-Hearth [1461]. Cyclic [1171].
Czech [793, 792, 790, 795, 798, 797, 805].

D [882, 848, 574, 9, 537, 1519, 659, 1132, 597, 1164, 973, 462]. D-algorithm [597].
D-Latch [882]. DAN [267]. DARF [521].
Data-Processor [585].
Databases [288, 948, 941, 729, 415, 173, 100, 422, 975, 283, 689, 924, 423, 456].
Dataflow [1373, 1374]. DataGrid [1079].
DATR [674]. dbRouter [954]. DDH [657].
DDM [887]. Decathlon [1010].
Decidability [1349]. Decidable [190, 1335, 1359]. Decimal [201]. Decision [110, 1446, 914, 1396, 59, 995, 605, 823, 1023, 47].
Decomposing [667]. Decomposition [1270, 500]. Decompositions [1142].
Decomposition [249]. Dedicated [855].
Deep [511]. Defining [398, 276, 30].
Definite [674]. Definition [943].
Demodulator [476]. Dempster [670].

Fingerprinting [391]. Finite [1406, 487, 1251, 1492, 1471, 643]. Finite-Variable [1251]. Finiteness [1389].
Fixed-Point [1337]. Fixing [1153]. Fixpoint [1323]. Flashlight [1528].
Flip-Flops [860]. Floating [531, 518, 508, 528, 529, 1368].
Forbidden [1488]. Force [1529].
Forecasting [38, 1202, 921]. Form [247, 1340, 1324, 460, 1060, 1206, 1353, 245, 1305].
Formal [1176, 715, 1055, 211, 942]. Formalism [1070, 291]. Forming [103].
FPGA-based [475, 589, 583, 468, 577]. FPGA-DSP [590].
FPGAs [491, 556, 554, 487, 495, 593, 469, 582, 519, 569, 489, 567, 527, 525, 545, 501, 496, 526, 499, 553, 484, 507]. FPL [513].
Frequency [1113, 555, 1144]. Frequent [767, 1001, 145, 402, 760, 152]. FSM [500].
Fused [41]. Fusion [696]. Future [727, 728].
Fuzziness [60]. Fuzzy [250, 1396, 903, 24, 26, 119, 69, 120].
FuzzyDrive [120].
G [1062, 1060, 607]. G-Networks [1060].
GA [1195, 559, 1228]. GA-DP [559].
Gaussian... [815]. Gaussians [819].
GDWFMS [179]. GEM [621]. Gene [596, 159, 146]. GeneAround [159].
General [709, 171, 1122, 13, 569, 1330, 585].
Generalises [1364]. Generalization [81, 296]. Generalizations [1340].
Generalized [1112, 1495, 509, 638, 264].
Generalized [19]. Generate [860].
Generator [580]. Generators [578].
Generic [997, 298, 283, 1540, 1054]. Genes [1206].
Manipulation [1526]. Manual [893].
Melodies [720]. Membership [69]. Memories [2]. Memory [1098, 1096, 870, 491, 865, 998, 1143, 1500, 543, 723].
Methodology [1213, 851, 858, 888, 1046, 695, 675]. Methods [309, 826, 827, 265, 714, 1221, 93, 19, 813, 75, 28, 980].
Model-Based [1278, 1264]. Model-Checking [1335].

Rerouting

Representations

Requirements

Representative

Requirements-Driven

Rerouting

Rerouting
[486, 505, 586, 135, 555, 359, 493]. Speeding
[1373, 1123, 976]. Speedup [971]. sphere
[969]. Spi [200, 1360]. Spin [1476]. Spiral
[710]. Spline [170]. Split [539]. Splittable
[1093]. Spoken [835, 798, 1514]. Spotting
[810, 258]. SPP [1415, 1416, 1417].
SPP-1077 [1417]. SPP-1083 [1416].
SPP-1125 [1415]. Springy [816]. Spurious
[881]. SQL [24]. Squares [1232]. SRAM
[526]. SRAM-based [526]. st} [1105].
St)-Ordering [1105]. Stability [1367].
Stable [1127]. Stack [940]. Stack-Based
[940]. Stacking [1213]. stakeholder [1357].
STaM [1201]. Stamping [383]. Standard
[852, 475, 317, 413, 359, 516, 417].
Standard-Cell [852]. Standardized
[459, 1057]. Standards [1045, 441].
Starting [1121]. State
[668, 1492, 1401, 1264]. State-Based [1401].
Statements [1304]. States [1387, 65].
Static [1358, 1371, 1367, 1385, 1145, 1356].
Statistical
[892, 786, 96, 129, 823, 813, 216, 1393].
Steganography [625]. Steiner
[1228, 1149, 1146]. Steummer [773]. Step
[318]. Stepwise [1240]. Stepwise-Constant
[1240]. Stereotype [29]. Stereotypes
[1047]. Stitch [1452]. Stochastic
[1070, 1063, 1495, 1497, 1423, 1501, 225, 62].
Stock [904, 905]. Storage
[1012, 162, 1330, 139, 853, 957]. Storing
[288]. Story [1218]. Strain [587].
Strategies
[1019, 830, 1344, 16, 96, 797, 1182].
Strategy [118, 1456]. Stratified [1405].
Stream [1464, 652, 1111, 465, 653].
Streams [1113, 426, 968]. Stress [794].
Strictly [1370]. Strictly-Typed [1370].
String [206]. Strings [1490, 1502]. Striving
[1014]. Stroke [230].
Stroke-Number-Characteristics [230].
Strong [636, 55]. Strongly
[1179, 1360, 1384]. Structural
[314, 1243, 140]. Structure
[435, 707, 979, 1199, 712, 715, 917, 1002].
1204, 1223, 864, 620, 862, 119, 249].
Structured [420, 1429, 77, 1281, 1504].
Structures
[1092, 178, 981, 364, 1337, 1371, 1361].
Structuring [324]. Student
[1227, 510, 103, 433]. Study [412, 1270].
1162, 654, 1522, 1165, 908, 450, 1045, 126.
96, 910, 798, 1247, 240, 1434, 871, 33, 148].
Studying [1311]. Stuttering [1333]. Style
[324, 1347, 1518]. Subcircuits [527, 525].
Subclasses [1488]. Subcube [1472].
Subgraph [572]. Subgraphs [1475].
Subject [839]. Sublinear [1143].
Submicronic [861]. Submitting [179].
Submodularity [1465]. Subproblems
[1231]. Subsumers [1398]. Subsystems
[533, 471]. Success [439]. Successful [512].
Sufficient [1496]. Suffix [1141]. Sum [1236].
Superimposed [1112]. Supersingular
[641]. Supervectors [1225]. Supervised
[1225, 1403]. Supply [854, 115]. Support
[611, 810, 358, 351, 609, 1446, 912, 914, 186.
588, 970, 1444, 399, 1424, 897, 320, 617, 1545.
957, 1210, 456, 292, 47, 455]. Supporting
605, 671, 902, 454, 46, 452, 509, 138, 1439].
Supports [32]. Surfaces [1538]. Survey
[1027]. Suspensible [702]. Svejk [834].
Swarm [1209]. Switch [479, 477].
Switching [874, 881]. Symbolic
[1091, 1202]. Symbols [353, 225].
Symmetric [578, 1244]. Symmetries
[1261]. Symmetry
[1258, 1310, 1259, 1307, 1291, 1260].
Synchronization [858]. Synchronizing
[1519]. Synchronous [617, 884, 653].
Synergetic [327]. Syntactic
[1197, 1331, 136]. Synthesis [807, 808, 554.
659, 478, 855, 854, 470, 795, 803, 182, 806].
Synthesizing [533]. Synthetic [876].
System [435, 272, 221, 1409, 830, 121, 575.
776, 564, 1446, 155, 522, 380, 179, 1009, 1392.
1180, 1379, 1458, 171, 262, 1205, 1165, 1039].
Tool-Assisted [184]. Toolbox [1509].
Toolkit [902]. Tools [1069, 793, 901, 1027].
Total [1155]. TOTEM [576]. Tourism [1023, 1036]. Tourists [730]. TPIE [1092].
Trace [647]. Traceability [375]. Traces [1387]. Tracing [356, 1050]. Tracker [1539].
Tracking [536, 713, 1519, 132, 1527, 175].
Tractate [450]. Tradeoff [549, 543].
Transactional [1039, 280, 896, 1013].
Transactions [281, 896, 1056, 174, 701, 929, 894, 1029].
Transcription [805]. Transfer [1362].
Transform [539, 515, 486, 871].
Treatment [1244].
Tree [1098, 407, 974, 673, 364, 1495, 967, 409, 383, 1140, 1146, 1301, 1228, 1149, 1501, 144, 979].
Trust [993, 396, 281, 736, 705, 740, 994, 704].
Trust-Based [704]. Truthful [1114].
Truthing [242]. TSP [1100, 1168, 1188].
TV [468]. TVQL [950]. Tweakable [622].
Two [1097, 238, 1216, 1201, 1481, 943, 1318, 904, 1137, 849, 63, 1225, 1478, 1211].
Two-Dimensional [1201].
Two-Directional [1318]. Two-Layer [1225]. Two-Level [849]. Two-Phase [904].
Type [1076, 157, 378, 1339, 1364, 1062, 1365].
Typed [1388, 1511, 1392, 1370].
Typed-Unification [1511, 1392]. Types [1351, 1263, 1145]. Typically [1480].
Typings [1381].
Ubicomp [1522]. Ubiquitous [1523, 1530, 1536, 1541, 1535, 1521, 1531].
Ultralow [869]. Ultralow-Voltage [869].
Ultrasonic [1537, 514, 591, 542].
UML [297, 298, 607, 296, 1047, 299].
UML-G [607]. Unbalanced [635]. Unbounded [1322].
Uncertain [117, 141]. UNCITRAL [373]. Understanding [563, 776, 262, 300].
Unguided [1136]. Unification [198, 1511, 1392, 1349].
Uniform [9, 1432, 1378, 1154, 818, 1479].
Uniformly [1146]. Uniformly-Oriented [1146].
Unknown [1123]. Unique [657]. Units [1136, 529].
Universal [3, 634, 479]. Universally [656].
University [451, 1161].
Unlabeled [766, 1403]. Unlimited [968].
Unlinkability [1049]. Unpredictable [956].
UNSEARCHMO [54]. Unstructured [784]. Unsupervised [758].
Use [531, 9, 783, 317, 259, 47]. Used [154].
Usefulness [1197]. User [346, 776, 1445, 1522, 37, 696, 1042, 98, 1025, 29, 734, 994, 739]. User-Driven [1025].


Yield [1395]. Yield-Management [1395].
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